TECH TIPS

AIR RESTRICTION GAUGES
An Integral Part Of A Preventive Maintenance Program.

Baldwin Filters recommends use of restriction gauges as an integral part of a preventive maintenance program.
Air restriction gauges measure the amount of vacuum created when air is pulled through the filter — measuring
the buildup of dirt from a new filter’s installation throughout its useful life.
Using a restriction gauge maximizes filter service life and prevents excess fuel usage from overly restricted
filters, thus saving on operational costs. As a filter traps dirt, it becomes more difficult for the air to pass through
the filter, and restriction increases in the air induction system. Air filter restriction may also be affected by high
humidity or rainy conditions. As the air filter nears the end of its service life, filter restriction will increase more
rapidly.
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The restriction gauge should be calibrated per engine or vehicle manufacturer’s recommendations. The
restriction gauge should be reset whenever the service indicator is checked to determine air filter restriction
or when a new air filter is installed. If the air filter is not replaced, the position indicator will return to the same
reading when the vehicle is driven under normal driving conditions.
If you’re not currently using a restriction gauge, you might consider adding one of the following air filter
restriction gauges to your equipment.
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• AFG30 - Dash Mount Air Filter Restriction Gauge
The AFG30 mounts in the dash (2 1/16" (52 mm) diameter hole) and shows both inches and centimeters
of column vacuum. A Murphy switch gauge shows exact degree of air filter restriction at a glance.
• AFG37R - Remote Mount Air Filter Restriction Gauge
The AFG37R mounts on the instrument panel or firewall and maintains the highest reading until the
gauge is reset — enabling the gauge to be monitored whether the engine is running or not.
• AFG38D - Direct Mount Air Filter Restriction Gauge
The AFG38D mounts directly on the air intake system and maintains the highest reading until the
gauge is reset — enabling the gauge to be monitored whether the engine is running or not.

For more information, contact your Commercial Account Manager.
For customer assistance and technical support call 1-877-280-5965.
Order online at www.AdvanceCommercial.com
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